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The Light Burns On
- Pujya Babuji Maharaj

There have been numerous saints, sages and teachers
in the world who did something or the other for the
upliftment of the people. They spread the light among
people in general but they were all like candles lighted up
at times at particular places to give light to the people near
about. They did good to the people who thereby improved
spiritually. But the Divine lamp gets lit to light up the
whole world at one time on rare occasions only, when God
so ordains it.
It has already come down and is aglow all around,
but few seem to be really eager for it. The enshrouding
darkness has completely engulfed the world so heavily
that the glimmer of this Divine Light is yet beyond their
view. This is a natural phenomenon which has come into
action several times before in the period of the world's
existence. Whenever evil reaches its climax, some such
Divine Soul does come down into the world to dispel the
clouds of darkness and to spread light all through.
The Light is already lit. Only devoted hearts are
required to gain it and be profited. Do you expect a
repetition of such an occasion in the near future? Can such
a Personality come down again and again? Can you match
it with any of the personalities who had come down
previously for a similar purpose? Was such a one in
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existence in the form of an incarnation? Certainly not. The
capacities and the capabilities of every such being differed
in accordance with the conditions at the time. This is one
of the rarest occasions, for such is the Divine will. The
Personality now come down for Nature's work surpasses
all previous ones in respect of potentiality and the scope
of Nature's work entrusted to him. The world of today is
in need of such a personality. It was Nature's demand and
so it has come into being. But few seem to be coming
forward to avail of it in full, though for His own part He
is ever for giving you all the highest life. Let God's will
be done. This may be a surprising disclosure. From
amongst all the saints and sages of eminence of the past it
is only my special privilege to have one of mine in that
capacity, for which some of the credit may go to me as
well.
This is the time for you all to join together to make
the most of the opportunity. Nature, with her hand
outstretched, is eager today to take you in her lap. Divine
grace is flowing with full force. Such a time as it is today
may not be repeated again during the course of thousands
of years. Those who miss it now may not have it again for
ages, until the time of the advent of the next Divine
Personality into the world. That may perhaps be the time
when liberation or realisation may again be easy. But it
may not even then be up to the extent it is today, because
only the constructive programme and not the destructive
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one may then be in force. Even a little sacrifice today may
count much in bringing forth the greatest results. The
Divine current is already aflow. May all be up with at least
as much of sacrifice as might enable them to get up to the
shore of the Infinite Ocean where they might be able to
breathe in the cool refreshing air of the Divine.
This is all due to the Infinite grace of the Divine
Personality in existence today in this unhappy world. Do
you expect a repetition of the time in the near future? Shall
such easy approaches up to the farthest limit ever be
possible at a mere glance as it is today? It may however
be your good fortune that alongside with his primary
function related with Nature's work he is also devoting
himself to your spiritual training. Those who do not take
these promising features into account may have
subsequently to lament for the loss when he is gone from
this material world.
As for myself I can only say that with a rent-up heart
I have plunged down deep into the Infinite, not knowing
what to do or where to go. May He carry me wherever He
likes. Everything rests upon Him alone. But as a general
rule one having a plunge in must rise again above the
surface once at least, and so did I, but only to find myself
being carried away by the silent waves, where, I do not
know. On and on I do go, not knowing the end.
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I pour this out to you without reserve, only with the
purpose of exciting in you a similar fire of madness as I
am burning in, but he alone whom God Himself pulls up
may be successful in the pursuit. But to my greatest regret
I find that though all my downpour in this respect is
meeting with high appreciation from the people, they do
not lend their thought in the least to what they are to do
themselves. Still I am every ready to serve them as best as
I can.
We must all join hands in making the best of the
opportunity that has so fortunately fallen to our lot this
day, though complete success is no doubt destined for him
alone whom God has ordained. But the labour never goes
in vain. It brings forth its own fruits to set the Divine flow
in motion. But persistent labour often becomes a difficult
job for many. The reason is simply a lack of interest and
craving. Some of them make their own self a sort of
showroom; others convert their hearts into a caravan sarai
to admit all passers by. Every one is quite sure that he has
to give up his body some day, still he remains devoted to
it beyond due limits, and often at the cost of other
necessary things. I do not mean to induce you to neglect
it altogether, for that too is a great sin. What I really mean
is that due care and proper nourishment of the body must
necessarily be looked to but in accordance with fair need
and necessity, so that it may be fully capable of
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discharging its due duties towards God and self as well as
others.
Everyone must be prepared to meet his end. That
means he must attain the highest spiritual level as early as
possible so that he may not have to regret when his end
comes. Devotion and constant remembrance are the only
surest means thereof. God- realisation is not at all a
difficult task provided one diverts his attention to it in the
real sense, with faith and confidence, resigning himself
completely to His will. It can be very easily accomplished
if one attends to the due discharge of one's worldly duties
taking everything in the sense of God's command.
Self-dissolution is the only course for a pursuer of
the Divine path. He must pursue it with persistence. Love
and devotion are of course the main features thereof. One
having dissolved himself embarks on an eternal existence,
the Real life worth having and the very object of life. This
can more easily be attained during the life-time of the
Master than after him, because his power remains aflow
all the time during his life. After that, as they say, rarely
may there be a few among the whole host of moths that
might be capable of immolating themselves in the dead
flame.
During my great Master's lifetime devotees clustered
round him like moths round a flame. It was so because the
candle was alight. They went on making progress on the
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path, but after him the situation changed. There were then
few amongst them who could burn themselves with their
own internal fire over the flame that had gone out. This
was possible only to one who had absorbed into himself
sufficient light to keep himself aglow with, and to
consume his very being in it. Such a one is for all to
imitate, so that they may not remain lacking in that inner
heat to consume themselves with afterwards.
I have never seen one who, having firmly resolved to
reach the ocean of bliss, might have remained short of it.
When you have the proper means at your disposal, there
is no reason why you cannot win. I find people hankering
after seeing the light in their heart, but that is to no purpose
at all, for that light is far heavier than the real bliss one
craves for. An abhyasi should not try to see the light, but
to suppose that it is there. I may say that it is so much
repelling to me that I try to be away from it. Light is in
fact only a shadow of Reality, and not Reality itself. We
have to gain true Reality, of which light is only material
exposition. It is felt during the course of abhyas but we
ignore it as superfluous. In fact we have finally to arrive
there where there is neither light nor darkness.
I have a keen desire to pull up everyone near-most to
the Centre, and to start his swimming in the region,
unfolding the point which might help them to secure
mastery over nature so as to work with it. But that is
purely a Divine gift, destined only for him whom He wills.
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Every particle of the human body possesses immense
force and the entire universe is closely connected with it.
Every point of the spinal column is full with the greatest
power. But no heed has so far been paid to it. People are
all crying for kundalini alone, hankering madly after its
awakening. Every particle in the composition of the kernel
of the various brain cells has its own powerful force which
surpasses that of the kundalini. But nobody has yet tried
to utilise it for the good of humanity. My view may not be
acceptable to most of the Jnanis, and even if I demonstrate
it to them they may not be sensitive enough to realise it.
A time may however come, as it must, when people will
understand and realise it. Let people create in themselves
a keen interest for the attainment of that higher most state
for no price whatsoever but the response seems to be very
poor. It is perhaps due to some of my own shortcomings.
If however none comes forward to have it of me, I may
drop it off at large, to be picked up by anyone who may
be capable of doing so. I may assure you that I am overflooded with that feeling but I keep it under restraint lest
it flow out by itself. The out-flow can however be effected
in a moment by touching only one of Nature's knots, but
that is not the Divine will at this time.
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